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Is fiber the next
rockstar nutrient?



"Normal bowel function" may not sound like the sexiest
marketing claim but fiber is crucial for just that. 

That is why UK's Food & Drink Federation's Action on
Fibre Initiative has signed on 30 brands to help raise the
UK population's fiber intake from the current 19g
average to the recommended 30g a day.

But can fiber become as sexy as rockstar nutrient
protein (that was once also in the cold for consumers)? 

Let's find out!

Can fiber pull "a protein"?
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Source: Food Navigator, Food & Drink Federation
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https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2022/03/04/The-fibre-dilemma-If-we-build-it-will-they-come
https://www.fdf.org.uk/fdf/what-we-do/diet-and-health/action-on-fibre/
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Sources: Specialty Food Magazine, Food Navigator, Tate & Lyle, Statista (protein),
Statista (fiber)

Health obsession paves the way
While the fiber market is still inferior to protein, the
global CAGR is projected to be 10.5% for 2019-2027. 

This is not least due to consumers' obsession with their
health; in recent years knowledge about gut health's
impact on our overall well-being has driven consumer
demand for more fiber-rich product choices.

Thus, a peer-reviewed study by Tate & Lyle found that
fortifying the foods that consumers want to eat could
enable as much as 50% more adults to get the right
amount of fiber in their diets.
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https://www.specialityfoodmagazine.com/news/high-fibre-food-drink-trend
https://www.foodnavigator.com/Article/2021/09/17/Fibre-is-the-new-protein-Food-brands-lead-push-to-boost-fibre-intakes#:~:text=The%20FDF%20unveiled%20the%20scheme,amount%20of%2030g%20per%20day.&text=These%20findings%20align%20with%20dietary,currently%20meet%20the%20dietary%20recommendation.
https://www.tateandlyle.com/news/everyone-knows-they-should-eat-more-fibre
https://www.statista.com/topics/4232/protein-market/#topicHeader__wrapper
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1264220/global-dietary-fibers-market-value-forecast/


24% The quality-oriented
The most positive to fiber-enriched pasta & the
most label information appreciative. Also the
segment reading the label information most
often.

22%The sensory-oriented
Thinks fibre-enriched pasta tastes worse but do
not think it looks worse. Read label information
as rarely as the Neutrals.

21%

The convenience-oriented
Find that taste is more important than health
and rarely read label information. Not your
primary fiber-pasta segment.

33%

The neutrals
Do not think that fiber-enriched pasta means it
is always healthier. Is not very engaged in label
information and nutrition, just buys what they
like.

Fiber is for the front-runners
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Though fiber products have experienced growth, they're
still for the front-runners. Here's what one study found
on fiber pasta's four consumer segments:

Source: Sajdakowska, Gębski, Jeżewska-Zychowicz, Jeznach, Kosicka-Gębska (2021):
Consumer Choices in the Pasta Market: The Importance of Fiber in Consumer
Decisions, Warsaw University of Life Sciences

https://sciprofiles.com/profile/319552
https://sciprofiles.com/profile/318775
https://sciprofiles.com/profile/304832
https://sciprofiles.com/profile/author/aVIxZG9VcnNhRDhwSmUxejgrS09SUzlSSnVXRHo5SHNGTVhjbXlxeWpoVT0=
https://sciprofiles.com/profile/1085127
https://www.mdpi.com/2072-6643/13/9/2931/htm
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